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the settlers ii 10th anniversary edition (siedler ag) ( german : das settlers ii zum 10. geburtstag - ein weiterer aufbruch[50]) is a special edition of the settlers ii (german : die siedler ii) consisting of the base game and the 10th
anniversary expansion pack. the settlers ii (10th anniversary) was released on microsoft windows in september 2006.[57][61] in march 2007, blue byte released a german-language expansion, die siedler ii: die nchste generation -

wikinger, featuring twelve new single-player missions, new maps for both single-player and multiplayer modes, a random map generator, numerous improvements and optimisations to the online multiplayer lobby, a newly designed
quest system with more diverse mission objectives and optional sidequests, a more detailed notification system and mini-map, and minor gameplay tweaks. the expansion also allows players to use all three original races plus the

newly added vikings in the single-player campaign, although, as in the main game, the difference between the races is aesthetic only.[13][51][52] die siedler: aufbruch der kulturen is a remake of the cult 1985 boardgame the settlers
ii, designed by stefan kaufmann and playable across multiple platforms. the game starts in the year 1492, when christopher columbus discovers the new world. from there, player/settlers begin to explore the newly discovered land,

bringing the people that will make up a new society to the new world. after seven years of game play, players have the option to take a hit to their hard drive at the end of a game, where they will start over with a new game. after the
pc version's release, the game was also released for the nintendo ds in germany in 2008.
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the settlers series is a series of city-building simulators. the player starts with a small settlement, and must build, research, and develop it into a city. the primary means to develop the settlement are the production of settlers, or units
that consume land and can construct new buildings. the settlements are built on a grid of hexagons; resources can be brought from other settlements to increase the effectiveness of buildings. buildings increase resource consumption
and provide different forms of income, which can be spent on new buildings or on researching technologies to increase the player's population and progress.[59] the settlers i (original) ( german : die siedler i: siedlungen und kolonien)
was released by microprose in 1994. the player takes on the role of the first settler of a new territory, and the object of the game is to expand the player's city's borders by building new settlements. settlers i is the first settlers game
to feature real-time (turn-based) play. the game is notable for being one of the earliest examples of a fully 3d interface.[60][62][22] the first version of the game was developed by niklaus tödter, then the lead designer for microprose
and a future developer for blue byte, together with dirk grimm, hannes waschke, and michael s. berger.[61][22][62] on the first map in the game, "map i: formation of new nations", the player must prevent a dozen tribes from spilling

onto the player's borders in order to find the "map i: reclaim the land" map.[23] a map was released as a free download for the first three months the game was available, but was only available for registered users.[60][23][63]
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